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ABSTRACT
This is a suggested syllabus for English instruction .

in Grades 10-12 of Israeli schools. Part one states that the main aim
of the English Studies program is "to provide the pupil with a means
of communication with the non-Hebrew-speaking world." The language
skills stressed are reading comprehension, listening comprehension
and speech, in that order. Part two lists the structures to be
studied in the Language Program. Part three lists the plays, short
stories and non-fiction prose to be studied in the Reading Program
for advanced classes. Part four describes programs for: (1) Ordinary,
Level matriculation; (2) Government School Leaving Certificate; (3);;
Vocational and agricultural schools and trends. Part five contains_
examination syllabuses. Part six further describes material taught is
the Language Program. (AM)
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Part 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1. AIMS

The main aim of English studies in the Upper Division, as in the
primary School and the Intermediate Division, is "to provide the pupil witha means of communication with the non-Hebrew-speaking world" (from the
Introduction to the Suggested Syllabus for the Intermediate Division).
1.1.1- The language skills stressed in the Upper division are:
1) reading comprehension,
11) listening comprehension,
111)speech.

Thus, more emphasis will be placed on reading comprehension than in the
lower classes, but only on the assumption that the pupils have been studying
systematically in these lower classes according to the Oral Approach
recommended bt the Syllabus as a whole. In the "Ordinary Level" matricu-lation programme, as well as for "School-Leaving Certificate ('Gemer')"
classes, writing activities should be considered as reinforcements of otherskills, indicating comprehension of speech and reading; in the "Advanced
Level" matriculation programme, writing should also be taught as r. means
of self-expression on subjects dealt with in class or close to the pupils'
own interests. The writing of an imaginative essay should not be viewed asa goal of English study.

1.1.2 In classes 10-12, pupils should acquire the active grammatical
repertoire specified in this Syllabus, and be acquainted with other structures
intended for passive recognition rather than active production. In vocabulary,
they are expected to acquire a further 1500 active lexical items at least (ma-
king a total of some 3000 items since the beginning of English studies in
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school), as well as a large passive vocabulary. For "Gemer" classes,

see Part 4.

1.1.3. The aim of the Reading Syllabus is to enable pupils to understand

materials written in modern English and to grasp in detail and master the

contents of assigned materials both factual and imaginative, which are in

modern Standard English, and are non-specialized in nature. In addition

to teaching the specific Reading programme of the English Syllabus, teachers

should wherever possible and convenient relate English studies to other

subjects by the study of the original English texts recommended for those

subjects; for example, selections from an English literary text studied in

liubrew translation in the general literature course, the American Declara-

tion 0; Independence as studied in a history course, a specialized paper

studied in a science or technology course, or a paper on Jewish life abroad

as part of courses in Jewish studies.

1.1.4. Pupils are taught Standard American or Standard British English,

but in either case should be made aware of the other variety. Pupils

should he introduced to different varieties and styles in English-conversation-

al, spoken prose, narrative, dramatic, poetic, scientific, technical,

journalistic, etc.

1.1.5. Teachers should endeavour to arouse in their pupils an interest in

and a feeling for language as such, by means of incidental teaching,

illustrations and analogies, as well as through the reading of articles on

Language as part of the Reading programme. In order to assist in this

process, the English teacher should seek ways of relating the study of

English to that of the Mother-tongue and of the other foreign languages in

the school curriculum.

0 11 i
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1.2. THE READING PROGRAN1NIE.

i .2.1 Extensive Reading

Pupils should read at least 9 books in modern English (an avera-
ge of one per term) and a large number of newspaper articles and news-
reports during these three years of study.

Under the guidance of the teacher, pupils should read books,
articles etc., at the level which is best suited to their individual needs and
attainments. As they progress in their studies, they should be encouraged
to read books in unsimplified English. Pupils should be prepared to discuss
the contents of the extensive reading undertaken.

1.2.2. Intensive Reading

Pupils will study a number of texts selected by the English
Syllabus Committee of the Ministry of Education, according to the criteria
and fpr the purposes specified below. These texts consist of:

a) factual prose: essays, articles, chapters from books;
b) imaginative prose and verse: short stories, plays, poems. A number
of these readings will be designated as set texts for intensive study in Classes
11 and 12 and for the matriculation examination. These set texts, in all or in
part, will from time to time he replaced by others from the list. The
poetry selection is an option and teachers may if they wish teach more prose
instead, as specified below (Part 3).

The texts have been selected in accordance with the following
requirements:

(a) Language: that they be written in good modern Standard
English and so serve, inter alia, as an integrated context for language learning;
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(b) Interest: that they be intrinsically interesting to 16-18
year-olds;

(c) General Character: that they not require highly-specialized
technical, knowledge to be understood and enjoyed; that the vocabulary be
generalizable to other contexts:

(d) Cultural Value: that they deserve the attention of the
intelligent common reader either by literary merit or by the intellectual
level at which they treat important topics;

(e) Unity; that they be as far as possible complete units rather
than brief excerpts.

The major object of intensive reading is to develop the pupil's
ability to understand in detail, to master, enjoy and discuss materials that
are culturally and educationally valuable.

"To understand" in the above paragraph means to comprehend
the meanings which are conveyed to the intelligent common reader who
does not have specialized knowledge. Ouestions in the matriculation

examination will test understanding of this kind only. In appropriate

circumstances, teachers may take up the texts in the light of literary
criticism or of general, cultural or literary history, but such approaches
are not prescribed and will not be tested.

Very advanced classes may wish to read a play by Shakespeare
or other works the language of %%ilia is not in accordance with (a) above .
If they do so, it is understood that this is in addition to the prescribed
syllabus; it will not be examined in the matriculation written examination
but may form part of the oral examination, if the examinee wishes.
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A .3. SOME METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

1 .3 .1 . Though pupils at this level will doubtless be able to understand the
rules of the language in a more abstract fashion, more time should be
devoted to using the language in appropriate contextualizations than to
discussing language rules.

1.3.2. There will probably be more need and scope for incidental transla-
tion from English to Hebrew at this level(e.g. abstract lexical items).
At the same time, teachers should always bear in mind that translation

'is an art in itself and a specific skill, especially at the linguistic and litera-
ry level of the subject-matter studied in these upper classes. Thus
translation of longer passages to and/or from the mother-tongue will not
serve any useful purpose and will only delay free and instant expression in
English; the didactic dangers in the widespread use of Het rew far outweigh
any immediate aesthetic or semantic benefit.

1.3.3. Due attention should be paid to instances of mother-tongue inter-
terence; in many cases, specific contrasts between features of Hebrew and
English will probably be useful in dealing with these instances as they arise.

1.3.4. Pupils should be made aware of the rhetorical organization of texts.
At the paragraph level they should be able to identify topic sentences, and
at the general textual level they should be able to recognize presentation,
reinforcement, exemplification, counter-argument, reservation, etc.
At this stage, pupils may be encouraged to summarize passages of varying
lengths.

1.3.5. Pupils should he trained in the use of an English-English dictionary

as an irepottant aid in acquiring a large and accurate Not abulary. To further
this aim, examinees are allowed to use .t dictionary approved by the English

00,1
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Inspectorate in certain specified parts of the matriculation examination.

Part 2: LANGUAGE PROGRAMME

LIST OF STRUCTURES STUDIED IN THE UPPER DIVISION

Further Applications of Structures Previously Studied:

1. Piesent Perfect (other uses of )

2. Modals (other meanings) - WILL, WOULD, CAN, SHOULD

3. Present Progressive + "ALWAYS" or "FOREVER"

4. Present Simple (other meanings)

5. Adjunct Nouns

6. Compound Nouns

7. -ING as a Noun-Modifier

8. "Pre-Adjectives" ("Intensifiers")

9. Sentential Complements (Infinitive, Gerund, Noun-Clause, Abstract

Noun)

10. HAVE + NP + Base

11. Active Infinitive with Passive Meaning

12. More Derivational Affixation Patterns.

Nov Structures to be Learnt :is Part of the Active Grammatical

Inventory.

CoMple \ VC rb Pattern:, ("13211Cel PaSS! e", "Past Perfect Progressive",

On
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Present Modal + Perfect Base, Modal + Progressivr. Base, Past
Modal + Perfect Base)

2. Non-Defining Relative Clauses

3. Sensory Verb + NP Base /Participle

4. The Indirect Object as an Obligatory Phrase

5. Adjective + Preposition

6. Sencence-Connectors

7. Idior atic Uses of Certain Words (ALREADY, STILL, ONLY. JUST.
AT A L, quasi-negatives)

8. Verb Phrases

9. Modal' BE TO"

10. Prepara ory (Pro-Subject) "IT"

11. Preparat ry "IT" after the Main Verb

12. "WISH" + Noun-Object Clause, with the verb in the Past Perfect

For explanation. s :::it; curther Demis

anra,:aied Appendix, page 24 .

of the Language Programme, see. the
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Part 3: READING PROGRAMME FOR "ADVANCED LEVEL" CLASSES

The Drama

1. Tennessee Williams: "The Glass Menagerie".

2. Bernard Shaw: "Arms and the Man".

3. Samuel Becket: "End-Game".

4. Thornton Wilder: "Our Town".

5. Arthur Miller: "All My Sons".

The Short Story

6. Stephen Crane: "The Open Boat".

7. James Joyce: "Eve line".

8. D.H. Lawrence: "The Blind Man".

9. T. Beachcroft: "The Erne from the Coast".

10. Philip Roth: "Eli the Fanatic".

11 Dorothy Parker: "The Standard of Living".

19. B. NIalamud: "A Summer's Reading".

13. F. O'Connor: "Everything that Rises Must Converge".

Non-Fiction Prose

14.. J. Baldwin: "My Dungeon Shook".

15. R. Carson: "The Shape of Ancient Seas".

16. S. Chase: "Our Shrinking Living Space".

17. E. Friedenberg: "The Image of the Adolescent Minority".

18. W. Golding: "Thinking as a Bubb) ".

19. J .B.S. Haldane: "en Being the Right Size".

20. E.A . Levenston: "Comparing Vocabular".

21. M. Nlead: "One Vote for the Age of Anxiety".
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22. A. Montagu: "The Natural Superiority of Women".
23. J. Steinbeck: "How to Tell Good Guys from Bad Guys".
24. J. Tfiurber: "My Sacret World of Idiom".
25. J. Thurber: "Courtship through the Ages".
26. E. Vargas: "The Jet Age Malady".
27. V. Woolf: "The Death of the Moth".

Poetu

28. 1,V.H. Auden: "Musee des Beaux-Arts"
29. W.H. Auden: "The Unknown Citizen".
30. R. Browning: "My Last Duchess".
31. e.e. cummings: "pity this busy monster".
32. e.e. cummings: "the hours rise up".
33. E. Dickinson: "My Life Closed Twice".
34. E. Dickinson: "The Soul Selects its Own Society".
35. E. Dickinson: "To Make a Prairie".
36. E. Dickinson: "Wild Nights".
37. T.S. Eliot: "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" or R. Frost

"The Death of the Hired Man".
38. K. Fearing: "American Rhapsody (4)".
39. R. Frost: "Departmental".
40. R. Frost: "Mending Wall".
41. R. Frost: "Stopping by Woods". (see also 37 above)
42. T. Hardy: "In a Time of Breaking of Nations".
43. E.A. Housman: "To an Athlete Dying Young".
44. D.H. Lawrence: "Snake".
45. P. Logan: "Picnic".
46. W. Shakespeare: "Let Me Not to the Marriage.."

0 1 1



47. W. Shakespeare: "Shall I Compare Thee".
48. S. Spender: "The Express".
49. D. Thomas: "The Force that Through the Green Fuse".
50. D. Thomas: "The Hand that Signed the Paper",
51. W. Whitman: "I Saw in Louisiana a Live Oak Growing".
52. W. Wordsworth: "A Slumber Did My Spirit Seal".
53. W.13. Yeats: 'Mat Deep - Sworn Vow".
54. W.13. Yeats: "Speech After Long Silence".

The above complete list will be divided Into three "cycles" (see Part I,
Section 2.2), with some texts being replaced with the advent of each new
"cycle". The texts studied in each cycle are as follows:

I. One drama (one of three offered);
11. Five short stories;

Ill. Five non-fiction prose texts;
IV. Ten poems.

A class choosing not to take poetry will read instead one more short story
and one more essay, as specified in each "cycle".

CYCLE ONE

Dranta

Or

T. Villiants: "The Class Menagerie".

G.B. Shan: "Arms and the Man".
Or A. Miller: "All My Sons".

) 012
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The Short Story

S. Crane: "The Open Boat".
J. Joyce: "Eve line":

D.H. Lawrence: "The Blind Man".
P. Roth: "Eli the Fanatic" or D. Parker: "The Standard of
Living".

F. O'Connor: "Everything that Rises Must Converge".

Non-Fiction Prose

Poetry

J. Baldwin: "My Dungeon Shook".

R. Carson: "The Shape of Ancient Seas".
E.A. Levenston: "Comparing Vocabulary" or J. Thurber:
"My Secret World of Idiom".

M. Mead: "One Vote for the Age of Anxiety".
J. Thurber: "Courtship through the Ages".

W.H. Auden: "Musee des Beaux-Arts".

E. Dickinson: "Wild Nights".

R. Frost: "Mending Wall".

R. Frost: "Stopping by Woods".

T. Hardy: "In a Time of Brelking of Nations".
E.A. Housman: "To an Athlete 'Dying Young".

P. Logan: "Picnic".
W. Shakespeare: "Shall I Com oa re Thee..".

0 .1
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D. Thomas: "The Force that through the Green Fuse".
W. Whitman: "I Saw in Louisiana a Live Oak Growing ".

Classes will read B. Nlalamud "A Summer's Reading" and E. Vargas "The
Jet Age Malady" if they choose not to take poetry.

CYCLE TWO

Drama

S. Becket: "End-Game".
or T. Wilder: "Our Town".
or A. Miller: "All My Sons".

The Short Story

DFl. Lawrence: "The Blind Man".

T. Beachcroft: "The Erne from the Coast".
P. Roth: "Eli the Fanatic" or '. O'Connor: "Everything that
Rises Must Converge".

13. NIalamud: "A Summer's Reading".

D. Parker: "The Standard of Living".

Non-Fiction Prose

Fricdenherg: "The Image of the Adolescent Minority".
lialdane: "On Being the Right Size".

A. Montagu: "The Natural Superiority of Women".

014
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J. steinbeck: "How to Tell Good Guys from Bad Guys".
J. Thurber: "My Secret World of Idiom" or E.A. Levenston:
"Comparing Vocabulary".

W.V. Auden: "The Unknown Citizen".

R. Browning: "My Last Duchess".

e.e. Cummings: "pity this busy monster".
E. Dickinson: "The Soul Selects its Own Society".
T.S. Eliot: "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufock" or
R. Frost: -The Death of the Hired Man".

D. Thomas: "The Hand that Signed the Paper".
W.B. Yeats: "Speech After Long Silence".

:asses will read J. Joyce "Eve line" and V. Woolf "The Death of the
goth" it they choose not to take poetry.

CYCLE THREE

DM., Ina

T. Williams: "The Glass Menagerie".

or G.B. Shaw: "Arms and the Man".
or T. Wilder: "Our Town".

0 1. `-.
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The Short Story

J. Joyce: "Eve line".

T. Beachcroft: "The Erne from the Coast".
P. Roth: "Eli the Fanatic" or D.H. Lawrence: "The Blind
Man".

B. NIalamud: "A Summer's Reading".
F. O'Connor: "Everything that Rises ?lust Converge".

Non-Fiction Prose

Poetry

S. Chase: "Our Shrinking Living Space".
W. Golding: "Thinking as a Hobby".

E.A. Levenston: "Comparing Vocabulary" or J. Thurber:
"My Secret World of Idiom".

E. Vargas: "The Jet Age Malady".

V. Woolf: The Death of the Moth".

e.e. cummings: "the hours rise up".
E. Dickinson: "My Life Closed Twice".

E. Dickinson: "To Make a Prairie".

K. Fearing: "American Rhapsody (4) ".

R. Frost: "Departmental".

D.I1. Lawrence: "Snake".

W. Shakespeare: "Let Me Not to the Marriage..".
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S. Spender: "The Express".
W. Wordsorth: "A Slumber Did My Spirit Seal".
W.B. Yeats: "That Deep-Sworn Vow".

Classes will read S. Crane: "The Open Boat" and J. Steinbeck:
"Hpw to Tell Good Guys from Bad Guys" if they choose not to take
poetry.

NOTE - Schools will be informed by the English Inspectorate of the
advent of each new "cycle".

Part 4: OTHER PROGRAMMES

4.1. Ordinary Level Matriculation

4.1.1. Language Programme: as for the Advanced Level (see Parts 1 and
2 of this Syllabus).

4.1.2. Reading Programme: Intensive Reading -

One drama, two short stories and two non-fiction prose items, in specified
cycles (Section 4.1.3.) .

Extensive Reading: as for the Advanced Level (see Part 1 of
this Syllabus, section 2.2), but probably not as many items. Teachers
are advised to include other items in the "Advanced" reading programme
as part of the Extensive reading programme.

Or,
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4.1.3.

ORDINARY LEVEL LNTENSIVE READDIG PROGRANINIE

CYCLE ONE

Drama

T. Williams: "The Glass Menagerie"

Or G.B. Shaw: "Arms and the Man".

or A. Miller: "All My Sons".

The Short Story

J. Joyce: "Eve line".

D. Parker: "The Standard of Living".

or P. Roth: "Eli the Fanatic".

Non-Fiction Prose

J. Baldwin: "N 'y Dungeon Shook".

E.A. Levenston: "Comparing Vocabulary"

or J. Thurber: "My Secret World of Idiom".

CYCLE TWO

Drama

S. Becktt: "End-Game"

Olh
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or T. Wilder: "Our Town"

or A. Miller: "All My Sons".

The Short Story

T. Beachcroft: "The Erne from the Coast"
orP. Roth: "Eli the Fanatic".

B. Malamud: "A Summer's Reading"

orD. Parker: "The Standard of Living".

Non-Fiction Prose

E.A. Levenston: "Comparing Vocabulary"
orJ. Thurber: "My Secret World of Idiom".

J. Steinbeck: "How to Tell Good Guys from Bad Guys".

CYCLE THREE

Drama

T. Williams: The Glass Menagerie"

or G.B. Shaw: "Arms and the Man"

or T. Wilder: "Our Town".

The Short Story

T. Beachcroft: The Erne from the Coast"
or J. Joyce: "Eve line".

0 1 li
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P. Roth: "Eli the Fanatic"

or B. Malamud: "A Summer's Reading".

Non-Fiction Prose

E.A. Levenston: "Comparing Vocabulary" or J. Thurber:
"My Secret World of Idiom".

E. Vargas: "The Jet Age Malady".

4.2. Government School-Leaving Certificate ("Gemer" examination)

4.2.1. Language Programme: The Syllabus for the Intermediate

Division is to be regarded as the programme for the active grammatical
and lexical repertoire; the entire Language Programme for the Upper
Division (Part 2 of this Syllabus) is to be regarded as the programme for
the passive recognition repertoire (see Part 1, section 1.1.2. of this
Syllabus).

4.2.2. Reading Programme: Recommended texts will be Simplified

Readers of a 1800 - 2000 won: level, with the choice and number of
texts selected at the discretion of the teacher, in consultation with the

English Inspectorate. If in the opinion of the teacher and the English

Inspector the class is able to read unsimplified material, selections from

the "Ordinary Level" matriculation programme may be read instead.

0 2 (j
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4.3. 'VOCATIONAL AND AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS AND TRENDS

4.3.1, For students preparing for "Ordinary Level" matriculation,
technical reading material will be studied in addition to an "Intensive
Reading" programme more limited than that studied under Part 4, Section 1 .

For full details, see Part 5, Section 3. Otherwise, this programme is
identical with that specified in Section 4.1. above.

4.3.2. For students preparing for the "Government School-Leaving
Certificate ('Gemers) for Vocational Schools", technical reading material
will be studied in addition to the recommended reading programme in
Section 4.2. above.

4.3.3. The English Inspectorate of the :Ministry of Education will from
time to time publish bibliographies of approved reading texts for Vocation-
al and Agricultural schools and trends.

Part 5: EXAMINATION SYLLABUSES

5.1. ADVANCED LEVEL (4 points) MATRICULATION

5.1.1. The aims of the Examination Syllabus are:

To provide a means for ascertaining and evaluating the degree

to which pupils have achieved the aims of the teaching syllabus as specified
in Parts 1 - 3 of this Syllabus, on the clear understanding that the teaching
syllabus is always far wider than the examination syllabus.

021
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To ensure the teaching of certain materials and the develop-
ment of the abilities and skills outlined in this Syllabus.

5.1.2. There should be no essential difference between the kind of
question asked about literary set texts and that asked -11.0ut nonliterary
set texts.

5.1.3. The Written Examination

1.3.1. A composition of optimum prescribed length, to test written
expression, to be chosen from a number of topics suggested.

1.3.2. Language questions - to test command of language features.

1.3.3. "Unseen" comprehension passages - to test ri ading compre-
hension.

1.3.. Questions on the set texts = to test the ability to master as-
signed materials (factual and imaginative).

5.1.4. The Oral Examination

1.4.1. The object 01 the oral examination is to examine the candidate's
ability to understand spoken English and to express himself on subjects
he is tamiliar et.peciullt his immediate environment, his own

interests and the interests of his age-group. Only language skills are
examined, not political, religious, etc. opinions. At his discretion the
examiner may give the candidate an opportunity to talk about his reading -
esti:wive and intensive - but should not require him to do so, since the
oral examination does not test th candidate's ability to master the as-
signed materials in English:

022
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1.4.2. The candidate's responses are evaluated in accordance with the
following criteria and order of priority:

a) comprehension (of the examiner's English),
b) fluency of expression,

e) accuracy of language - in the following order of priority:
vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation.

1.4.3. The Oral examination will be made more objective by the addition
of a standardized aural comprehension test.

5.2. ORDLNARY LEVEL MATRICULATION (2 points)

5.2.1. The Written Examination

I) language questions

II) "Unseen" reaL ng comprehension passages
Both sections I) and II) will be the same question-paper as for the

"Advanced Level" programme.

,M) two questions on the Intensive Reading Programme (Part 4,
Section 1.2.).

5.2.2. The Oral Examination

as for the "Advanced Level" but with even more weight in the
marking to be given to listening comprehension than to fluency and
accuracy.

02 ;1
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5.3. ORDINARY LEVEL :MATRICULATION for VOCATIONAL and

AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS 8: for SPECIAL TRENDS (e.g.

Pedagogical, Maritimla

As in paragraph 2 above, except for the following: one question on the

Intensive Reading programme in paragraph 2, instead of two; in addition,

a specialized reading comprehension text ("Unseen") with the answers
given in Hebrew or Arabic.

"GEMER" EXAMINATION PROGRAMME

a) Reading comprehension passages ("Unseens") in slightly

simplified English;

h) Language questions based on the syllabus for the Intermediate

Division;

c) Oral examination.

"GEMER" EXAMINATION FOR VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS

a) Reading comprehension nassages ("Unseens") on general

subjects in slightly simplified English;

b) Language questions based on the syllabus for the Intermedia-

te Division:

e) One reading comprehension passage on a specialized subject
as studied in school ( electricity, domestic science),
to be set as an internal examination by the school, with the

prior approval of the paper by the English Inspectorate. The

ansuers in this specialized paper may be given in Hebrew or Arabic.

(I) oral examination.

0 211
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5.6. OTHER PROGRAMMES

Examination syllabuses for other programmes (e.g. Secretaries,
Schools for Technicians) will be published separately.

Part 6: APPENDIX: LANGUAGE PROGRAMME FOR THE UPPER
DIVISION (Explanations and Notes)

Contents:

A. List of the Structures taught in the Primary School and the
Intermediate Division;

B. Further applications of the structures previously studied;

C. New structures to be learnt as part of the Active (Product-
ive) Grammatical Inventory;

D Some structures which may form part of the Passive
(Recognition) Grammar met and explained but not intensive-
ly drilled or tested;

A. The Structures Taught in the Primary School and the Intermediate
Division .

The forms and meanings of the following structures are to he thorough-
ly reviewed and consolidated in the Upper Division, especially when
teaching a new application of a structure previously studied (Section 15 of
this Language Programme) or when a new structure (Section C) contrasts
in some way with one studied earlier se. "past conditionals").
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Classes 5 - 6

1. BE patterns

2. Noun plurals

3. Attributive Modifiers

4. Imperative

5. Present Progressive

6. Present Simple

7. Prepositional Patterns

8. Past Simple

9. "Going to" future

O. Linking Verbs ("become, smell, feel")

11. Modal CAN

12. Modal WILL

13. Adjective Comparison

14. Noun Genitive

15. Possessive Pronouns "mine, yours" etc.

16. Short Additions - "Ecbo" ("I do too")

17. Indefinite Pronouns ("one/ones")

18. Ordinal Numbers

19. First Person imperative ("Let's go!")

20. "Let" + NP + Base ("Let him go: ")
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21. Negated Object ("He has no friends.")

22. Indirect Object

23. Some Catenatives ("I want to go.")

24. Agent-Noun suffix ("work - er")

Classes 7 - 9

25. Quantifiers ("some, any, few" etc.)

26. Reflexive Pronouns

27. "Have To/Had To/Will Have To"

29. Manner Adverbs ("quietly")

29. Pre-Verbals ("always")

30. Negative Interrogative ("isn't he here?")

31. Predicative Adjectives ("asleep")

32. Adverb Comparison

33 . "Either/Neither ...0r/Nor"

34. Catenative Verb+NP+Infinitive ("I want him to go")

35. Past Progressive

36. Temporal Clauses (present, past and future time reference)

37. Modal MUST (necessity and assumption)

38. Modal MUSTN'T

:it). Modal COULD (past ability and past permission, tentative present)
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40. NEED (Modal and full verb)

41. Modal WOULD (polite requests, past of "WILL" in formal Reported

Speech, contemporary unreal condition)

42. Modals MAY/MIGHT (in free variation) - possibility and permission;

MIGHT as tentative MAY

43. Modal SHALL - first person interrogative as polite suggestion;

formal first person future

44. Modal SHOULD moral obligation, tentative assumption-

45. OUGHT TO synonym of "SHOULD"

6. DARE as Modal and full verb

47. Catenatives USED TO, BE ABLE TO

48. Tag Questions

49. Positive and Negative Agreement - "So/Neither do I"

50. Passive Voice - present and past simple and progressive, modals

(also GET catenative)

51. Two-Word Verbs - prepositional and separable

52. Catenative Complementation: Verb + -ING ("gerund"), Preposition +

-ING

53. Catenative Complementation: Verb + NP + Base ("He makes him go")

54. Catenative Complementation: Verb + NP + NP (Object Complement -

"They made him king")
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55. Complex Sentences of Cause, Concession, Purpose and Result

56. Present Progressive with future reference ("I'm going there tomorrow")

57. Perfect Aspect (Present) (-current relevance of past event, includ-

ing its use with "SINCE" and "FOR")

58. Perfect Aspect (Present Progressive) - an activity continuing from

the past into the present

59. Perfect Aspect (Past) - relevance to the past of a preceding event

60. Noun-Object Clauses ("I know that he...") - including Reported Speech,

with the sequence of tenses agreement as optional in speech and obliga-

tory in writing

61. Defining Relative Clauses - relative pronoun "THAT" or zero for Object

Clause preferred

62. Conditional Clauses - "Open" (present tenses or others for the condition-

al clause, modal in main clause)

Conditional Clauses - "Unreal Contemporary (Hypothetical) " (past tense

in conditional clause, past modal in main clause)

63. Modal Phrases - WOULD RATHER ( 'D RATHER)

- HAD BETTER ('D BETTER)

64. Semi-Modal (Catenative) BE ABOUT TO

65., NP "HAVE" ("GET") + NP+ Verb-past participle ("I had my hair cut")

66. "BE USED TO" + gerund, NP (" I am use: to him")

O21-)
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67. HAVE GOT/HAVE GOT TO

X68. "HAVE" as an anomalous finite

69. "WHOM" (formal style)

70. NP+Verb+"SO/NOT" "I hope so/not".

71. Some Derivational Affixation Patterns

B. Further Applications of Structures Previously Studied

1. PRESENT PERFECT (other uses of). Pupils are taught the British
usge of the Present Perfect.

a) Just perfect as a very recent activity

b) already, not set, frequency adverbs

c) to indicate action completed within a period of time which is
specified and includes the moment of speaking, e.g. today, this
week, during the last .1 vears Example: "I've seen him three
times this week so far".

N .11. The perfect of "BE "- preposition "TO" is used to indicate a
return journey ("I've been to London").

2. MODALS (other meanings)

2.1. WILL - characteristic ("Boys will be boys. He'll sit there for
hours")

- solition especially in the negative (e.g. "He won't come"-
i . he refuses). See below "WOULD".
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2.2. WOULD past time characteristic ("When he was young, he

would sit there for hours").

This form is partly synonymous with "USED TO" (as in the

example), in the restricted context of activities that were habitual or
recurrent in the past, but only when using non-stative verbs.

("Stative verbs" are also known as "Private Verbs" see Primary School
syllabus).

Compare: "I used to know him well".

* "I would know him well".

(Asterisked sentences indicate non-occurring forms).

- volition in the past, especially in the negative (e.g. "He
wouldn't de it" - i.e. he refused). See WILL above.

tentative request ("Would you mind -ING...?", "Would you

open the window please?")

2.3. CAN - Sensation ("I can see him now") N.13. British usage

"I can't see him"; U.S. usage "I don't see him ".
Hebrew speakers %ill tend not to use al Modal here / ani role oto/.

2..1., SHOULD - in the Object clause after verbs of suggestion

(Traditional Grammar - "subjunctive equivalent") - "I suggest that he
should do it", instead of "that he do it" or " that he does it". See

Pattern D 8 ("Recognition grammar"). Other verbs in this class are:
demand, require, propose .
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3. PRESENT PROGRESSIVE + "ALWAYS" or "FOREVER"

Examples: "I'm always doing that", "He's forever reading "..
This use of the Present Progressive is sometimes called -SPORADIC
REPETITION". In effect . ;Lc: " habitual" use of the present progressive;
the reference is usually pejorative. Note that the present nrogressive

"habitual" always requires an adverb, whereas the present simple "habitual"
does not. Contrast "I always tell my class that..." with "I'm always
telling my class that..." (i.e. rebuking them).

4. PRESENT SIMPLE (other meanings)

a. "Planned future" - "They go on their trip tomorrow".

b. "Demonstrative" - reporting an activity, not indicating duration

and so not requiring the Progressive form: "The team comes on
the field now". "So-and-so kicks the ball". "Now I wipe the

black-board".

c. "Narrative- ("historical present") a vivid reportage of a past event.
"Napoleon orders his army to attack."

d. "Performative" - the v ords are part of the activity; the verb is
used with the first person pronoun: "I say you're wrong", "I
promise I'll come" "I Ih:rebv name this ship the X".

5. t1D.1l-NC-1- NOI-NS (Nouns as Modifiers of Nouns)

Adjunct iv,vm, %%re mtoduccd in Classes 5-6 as nouns modifying other
tin Inc traditional grammarians regard the

Adjunct Noun .1d),t ni. or a "Noun tunctioning as an Adjective",
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but structurally this definition is untenable (e.g. an at.:ective n:ay he
preceded by a word like "very" ("Pre-Adjective" or "Intensifier") " a
very stony hill" whereas an Adjunct Noun may not -" *"a very stone
house".

Hebrew will tend to use the genitive phrase ("smichut"), a prepositional
phrase or an Adjective+Noun combination where English would use the
Adjunct Noun+Head Noun.

/
Examples: "a gold watch" (Hebrew: prepositional phrase / Sa ?on

mezahav/

"city ha/ll" (Hebrew: genitive phrase - /beit ha ?irija /)

"head teacher" (Hebrew: adjective +noun - /more raSi/)

Primary stress is on the Head element as in the examples
above.

The Adjective-Noun pattern has a similar stress distribution.

. COMPOUND NOUNS

Pupils will have met verb many compound nouns m the course of
clnir English studies. Here again, Hebrew often uses a genitive phrase
or a prepositional phrase. Where a genitive phrase is
order will he the reverse of the English pattern, e.g.

1 1
(/mo?2adon laila/), "headac2he" ( /ka ?ev roS/), dining

used, the word
1 2

"nightclub"

-room, housewife.
Reversing the correct order of the English pattern to accord with Hebrew
usage is a '.ery common error. Compare: "bus station" (Modifier+Head)
'taxanat otobusirn alead-,Modifier).
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Another common error of Hebt,'%v speakers using the NouniNoun pattern
(both Compound and Adjunct) is to pluralize the Modifier (e.g. "*oranges
peels"- following Hebrew /klipot tapuzim/). Whereas in beginning classes
the parallel tendency to pluralize the adjective (*bigs boys) is soon eradica-
ted because of the non-occurrence of pluralized adjectives in English, the
pluralized noun as an adjunct or an element in a compound Is much harder
to eradicate since every learner comes across this pluralization (or
alternatively and even more confusingly the genitive as a Noun-Head Modi-
fier) in other contexts all the time, e.g. "a boys' school".

Some Characteristics of Compound Nouns in English:

I) Coirtiound Nouns and Adjunct Nouns are usually analyzable as transforma-
tins of underlying sentences, e.g. "(I have a ) headache" as "(my)
neat! aches";

II) the first element carries primary stress (/), as distinct from the
Adjunct Noun pattern (see above);

III) the Mo elements are Modifier-Head. The Modifier may he a noun (e.g.
zo!dsn:ith), an adjective (e.g. blackboard), a pronoun (e.g. he-goat),
a verb le .g . playground; for -ING modifier, see Section 7), or particle

outbreak - compare u ith the corresponding two-uord verb "break
out"). Compare: "a bus station" (a certain kind of station),

"a station bus" (a certain kind of bus).

n Con ItIonn.: nouns are magifested phonologically (stress assignment)
110. . The orthographic conventions are usually
quite arbitrary: one word ("blackboard"), two ("beauty parlour")

or luphcnated i"dining-room"), with frequent overlapping. There
ark. rules for lit phenation in English.
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(II) Any word may carry primary stress, if the intention is to
emphasize that word contrastively.

(III) Nouns are not the only compound words in English; there are
also compound adjectives ("seasick") and compound verbs ("outdo") .
The following types of compound adjectives occur in English:

a) a red-haired boy (= a boy mho has/with red hair), a three-legged
table, a cross-eyed look,

b) a fun-loving fellow (= a fellow who loves fun), a beer-drinking
type, a nice-looking girl,

c) sunburnt, brickbuilt,
d) well-known, well-dressed,
e) quick-firing, high-flying, far-reaching
f) incoming, outgoing, upstanding

(IV) Ambiguities occur in the NP pattern in written English (where stress
is not indicated) because of word order and the paucity of inflection-
al and derivational suffixes in the language; thus "the English teacher"/may be NcuirrNoun; /hamore leranglit/ "the English teacher" or
Adjective+Noun / hamore ha?angll/ "the English teacher".

7. -ING AS A NOCN-NODIFIER

Grammarians divide this structure into (1) Gerund+Noun, in which
case it is a Noun modifying another Noun (Compound Noun stress pattern),
and (II) Present-Participle + Noun, in which case it is a Verb modifying
a Noun (Adjuncti-Noun stress pattern).

Examples: "Running water, which may be described as a transformation
of "water that is running" (i.e. present-participle);
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"Dancing girls", similarly analyzable as "girls that dance"
(present pa rticiple).

Both these examples show stress the last element (Pattern 5).
On the other hand, "Dailcing shoes", is describable as a transformation
of "shoes for dancing" (i.e. a gerund, which has the stress pattern
of a Compound Noun).

This pattern cannot he analyzed as "Adjective+Noun", since the -ING
cannot be compared ("more -, most -,") or be modified by an Intensifier
("very"). Some other -INC modifiers, however, are adjectives according
to this classification - e.g. "This is a more / very interesting pleasing
book" tall drawn from a special set of animate-object verbs). Semantic
restraints (selectional rules) operate here and each item must be learnt
separately: thus, for example, the set of animate-object verbs (e.g.
"excite, astonish, shock, satisfy") have the common property of arousing
emotior of one kind or another. "Dancing girls" will be translated by
different syntactic structures in Hebrew, (I)/banot rokdot/ for the English
participle construction (primary stress on "girls") and(II) /rakdaniot/for
the gerund (primary stress on "dancing").

8. "PRE-ADJECTIVES" ("INTENSIFIERS") MODIFYING ADJECTIVES AND
ADVERBS.

This construction is an expansion of "VERV"+Adjective/Adverb, taught
in Classes .5-6. Other examples of Intensifiers are "somewhat, pretty,
too, fairly, quite". Some ot these Intensifiers may also appear before the
Comparative ( "somewhat better"), others also function as Determiners
("much better" as Intensifier, "much money" as Determiner).
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Traditional grammarians classify these words as "adverbs" but nothing
is gained by combining into one word-class modifiers of verbs and modi-
fiers of adjectives and adverbs, since they do not function alike.

9. SENTENTIAL COMPLEMENTS IN VARIOUS FUNCTIONS:

(a) Pupils will already be familiar with the fact that verbs can be
complemented not only by ordinary NP's, but by expressions
(clauses and phrases) derivable from underlying sentences (s...liabus
for the Intermediate Division Patterns 18 (-ING) and 26 (Noun-
Object Clauses). There are three major ways of turning sentences
into complements in English: with the Infinitival to, with the Gerund
-Ing and with the subordinator that;

e.g. I want to help you.

I enjoy helping you.

I know that I can help ou.

Notes (I) Hebrew has only two equivalents for these three forms:
the Infinitival/ani roce laTazor/...; a /Se/ or /ki/ clause:
/ani yodea Se ani jaxol/..

(II) The choice of type of complement depends on the particular verb,
and this is another source of potential interference.
Compare: I suggest that we go now: /ani macija le nelex axisavi.

I suggest to go now: /ani macija lalexet axiavi.
(see $ note on page 30)

(b) These same complement structures can also be used with NOUNS, as
follows:

I) INFINITIVAL: the need to help others

the desire to help others
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the ability to help others

the chance/opportunity to help others

U) GERUND: the habit of talking with one's mouth full
the idea of going abroad

the thought of living alone

M) NOUN

CLAUSES: the Idea that he might go abroad
the fact that nobody knows the answer
the knowledge that it could never happen

(c) The -ING form is accompanied by the possessive form of the
Subject of the complement (e.g. "Do you mind John's playing the
piano?", "I resent his taking all the food"). However, In contem-
porary usage, both the possessive and the objective form of the
underlying subject are acceptable in the following contexts:
e.g. I disapprove of John's driving.

I disapprove of John driving there on his own.
Do you mind opening g the windw?

Do you mind me opening the window?

In such eases, the use of the possessive makes the expression more
like an ordinary nominal (see Ile) below), while the use of the
objective case (tor example, him instead of his) makes It keep more
of its verbal flavour.

(d) See also Pattern ('lo (Pro-Subject IT) for further examples of
sententtal complements.
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(e) Note: the -ING form and the FOR-TO structure (see Pattern C10)
can occur not only in Object position in sentences, but also as the
surface Subject, as follows:

For you to do that would be ridiculous = IT would be ridicu-
lous for you to do that.

That he never comes on time is well-known = IT is well-
known that he never comes on time.
His saying that irritated me.
BUT NOT: *It irritated me his saying that (except perhaps In
a very informal colloquial style) .

(f) A fourth type of Complement structure - in addition to the three
noted in 9a) above is provided by cases of Nominalization, i.e.
the process whereby a verb is turned into a noun, and the verb-
phrase of which it was the Head is thereby transformed into a
noun-phrase. Compare, for example:

VERBAL -ING form: "Absorbing immigrants is..."
NOMINAL -ING form: "The absorbing of immigrants is..."
ABSTRACT NOUN: "The absorption of immigrants is..."

(I) Note that the infinitival and gerund nominals are like verb-
phrases in that they may contain adverbial modifiers of the
verb (e.g. "absorbing immigrants effectively") and, except
when the subject is impersonal, may have perfect or passive
verb-phrases (e.g. "having absorbed..." "being absorbed").
But the abstract noun is like a noun - phrase in that it takes
only adjectival modifiers (e.g. "the ,affective absorption"),
does not have perfect or passive verb-phrases, requires the
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verbal object to be in a prepositional phrase (e.g. "the
absorption of..."), and may contain the derived nominal form
of the verb itself in -lion, -ment, -al etc.

(II) All verbs in English have an -ING form. Many have both the
-ING form and the abstract-noun form, e.g.: reacting -
reaction, expecting - expectation, judging - judgment, develop-
ing - development, refusing - refusal, arriving - arrival.

However, many of the commonest verbs in the language have
no special abstract-noun form, e.g. "come, go, write, read,
cook, swim, drive, work". This is the source of many
ambiguities; thus, "I disapprove of John's cooking" could mean
"the fact that John cooks", "the way in which John cooks" or
"the things that John cooks."

(III) Note that in the sentence "We found some writings for the
collection", the -ING form is interpreted as a concrete noun.
In Hebrew, the form called /Sem hapaula/ manifests very
similar properties, e.g. /hoxaxa/ "proof" or "proving"

/guy/ "settlement" or "settling"

In addition to Nouns and Verbs being complemented by the same
tour basic types of structures (all of which are derivable from

underlying sentences), ADJECTIVES may similarly be complemented:
e.g. He is AFRAID OF (his wife's) taking risks.

He is RESPONSIBLE FOR the judge's refusing to hear the
case.
the collapse of their business.

It Is EASY (for you to talk that way.

It is OBVIOUS that they will never get here on time.
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Note that in the last two examples we again have instances of the
Pro-Subject IT referred to in 9d) and 9e) above and in Pattern
C10 in this Syllabus. See also Pattern CS in this syllabus for
the ADJECTIVE + PREPOSITION structure.

(h) The two non-finite constructions (the Infinitival and the Gerund) can
also be derived from sentences in the past, in which case the
Perfect form of these expressions is used, as follows:
to have + Past Participle, having + Past Participle.
e.g. We were glad to have met them = We were glad that we had

met them.
He regretted having told her = He regretted that he had told

her.

However, teachers are advised to treat both the Perfect Infinitive
and Perfect Gerund a3 parts of the "Recognition grammar" referred
to in Section D of this Syllabus.

10. HAVE '4' NP + BASE

Example: I had him do it.
a) "HAVE" here means "to cause" and is partly synonymous with

"MAKE" Pattern 19, Classes 8-9.

b) "MAKE" is ambiguous as between "compulsion" ("he made him

apply for the job") and "cause" ("he made him dislike the game").
With adjective complements, only the latter interpretation is possi-
ble - "he made her happy/sad/tired".

c) "HAVE" generally refers to causing at one's own behest or volition

- "We had our guests come early" or "She had her pupils hand in
their essays every Sunday morning"
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d) HAVE+NP+PAST PARTICIPLE (" I had my hair cut") is taught in

the Intermediate Division, Pattern 35 classes 8-9, but can now be
reviewed as based on c) above. Thus, "They had their house
painted" ,.-, "they had someone paint their house".

it. ACIIVE. INFINITIVE 1.VITH PASSIVE MEANING

Example: "He is to blame".

The parallel passive form is just as common - "there's no time to lose/
be lost." However, the construction "he is to he blamed" may also

mean that someone will blame him, whereas "he is to blame"

simply means "it is his fault".

12. MORE DERIVATIONAL AFFIXATION PATTERNS

These patterns were introduced in the Intermediate Division (Pattern

41, Classes 8-9). Teachers are advised to pay special attention to

prefix and suffix patterns in the Upper Division, on the general lines

suggested in the Intermediate Division Syllabus. Care should be

taken in the case of derivative forms which in Modern English are no

longer semantically related, e.g. arbitrary-arbitrate, considerate-

considerable. Similarly, teaching time need not be spent on pointing

out the common origin of prefixes, as in "desist, defer, depress.
detain ", or in bound stems, as in "desist, insist, persist, consist".
etc.
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C. NEW STRUCTURES TO BE LEARNT AS PART OF THE ACTIVE

GRAMMATICAL INVENTORY

1. COMPLEX VERB PATTERNS

1.1. HAVE (present or past) + BE-past participle + VERB - past
participle.

This construction is called the "PERFECT PASSIVE" (present or
past) .

Example: "The letter has been written" (+ by - agent).
N.B. The forms "has/had been being written" are so rare as to

he virtually non-occurring.

1.2. HAD+BE-past participle+Verb-ING

This construction is called the "PAST PERFECT PROGRESSIVE".

Example: "He said that he had been living there for ten years".

The Present Perfect Progressive was taught in Classes 8-9.

1.3. PRESENT MODAL + HAVE + VERB - past participle

This construction consists of the Present Modal+Perfect Base.
Examples:

(I) "He will have gone by 8 p.m." (the so-called "future

perfect"). Note the use of "by" in this connection, where

Hebrew speakers will tend to use "until" (simile:1y with the

Modal WILL "he will get here BY 8 o'clock").

(II) "He may have gone yesterday" (indicating past possibility)

or "by the time we arrive" (i.e. also a "future perfect").
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(III) "He must have gone there yesterday" (indicating past
inference) .

All these structures have "past itnplications" of one form or another.
Contrast the Past Modal+Present Base form of some of these verbs, e.g.
"He had to go" (past obligation) v. "lie must have gone" (present certain-
ty about a past event) as the two past-time analogues of "MUST"; likewise,
"He didn't need to go" (neutral implication-he went or he didn't) v. "He
needn't have gone" (but he did, see Pattern 1.5 below) where the verb
"NEED" in the first example is a full verb not a Modal.

Hebrew speakers usually find this structure particularly difficult, since
Hebrew has no similar construction. The nearest equivalents might be:
- example (I) above /hu kvar to jijhe kAn baSt?a 8/
- example (II) above/yitaxen Se halax etmol/ or / yitaxen fe kvar to
;mace ad fe nagia/

1.4. 1(.)DAL - PROGRESSIVE BASE

Modal + BE + VERB -ING

(3) present 119ial

Examples:, "lie will be going" (i.e. the so-called "future progres-

sive")
"He may be going"

This verbal torm is not only used to indicate incomplete duration in
the future (e.g. "Ile will be writing when you arrive" or "he will be sleep-
ing at b n showing incomplete activity) , but also a future activity
already planned or contemplated (now that the present progressive may
also indicate tuture);
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Note the following distinction in the interrogative:

"Will you be going there tomorrow?", which merely seeks information;

- "Will you go there tomorrow?", which might entail a request, as

evidenced by the possible addition of "please".

(b) Past Modal

Examples: "(He said) he would be going".

"If he were with us now, we would / might/could already

be enjoying ourselves".

Some Traditional grammarians call the pattern m ith "WOULD" the "futu-

re progressive in the past" but such a definition ignores the formal and

functional relationship of all the modals In this pattern.

Other more complex modal patterns (e.g. "he/will/would have been

going') may be regarded as part of the passive "recognition" grammar
(see part D).

1.5. PAST MODAL 1 PERFECT BASE

Past Modal +HAVE + VERB-past participle

Examples: "He would/could/might/should/ought to needn't have gone".
(a) This construction is most comn lnly found in the "unreal past" con-

ditional, where the conditional clause k in the past perfect. It is negati\e

in declaration or implication, presupposing that a certain ak t tv it definitely

("would, should") or probably("might, could") did not happen.

(b) Contrast: - He could have helped us (but he did not).

He could help us (maybe he still will).

She should have told them (but she did not).

She should tell him (maybe she still will).
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(c) In Hebrew, a single form / haja carix / is generally used for
all the following distinctions in English:

(I) had to = fulfilled obligation

I had to go to the dentist, so I couldn't n'eet you.
But not: * I had to go to the dentist, but I didn't.

(II) Should/ought to have = unfulfilled obligation.
I should have gone to the dentist, but I fell asleep.

But not: * I should have gone to see him and I did.

(III) Was/were supposed to = either interpretation
They were supposed to leave for Italy last Monday,

(a) but their flight was cancelled.

or (b) so they rented their apartment.

N.B. The following Hebrew equivalents of the above examples have been
suggested: (I) /hictarex/

(II) /haja carix/
(III) /haja amur/.

id) Contrast: He ought to have gone (but he didn't).

He needn't have gone (but he did).

Q.
NON-DEFINING RELATIVE CLAUSES

Example: "Chaim Weizmann, who was born in Russia, became
the first President of the State."

(a) A non-dehning. (non-restrictive, parenthetical) clause is in apposi-
tion to the main clause; it adds information to but is not semantically
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dependent on the main clause. The two functions of this relative clause

are parenthetical (hence the commas or pauses) and conjoining. Hebrew

speakers (and probably most English speakers conversationally) use a
compound sentence of two main clauses instead of this construction, in the
above example "Chaim Weizmann was born in Russia and became..."
(i.e. conjoining). The correct use of this pattern is part of the necessary
instruction in English stylistics in the Upper Division. Care should always
be taken to distinguish this more formal parenthetic-conjoining pattern from
the defining relative, which is a semantically and structurally integral nnrt
of the sentence and is used to modify the Head Noun.

(b) Speakers usually pause before and after such a clause (indicating
its parenthetical character).

(c) This relative clause is normally preceded by a comma and followed
by a comma or a full stop; alternatively it may be marked off by parenthe-
ses or dashes.

This pausing or punctuation does not apply in the case of Defining Relat-
ivi-; Clauses (taught in the Intermediate Division syllabus).

(di The relative pronouns used in this more formal construction are

WHO, WHOM (cbligatory as the Object pronoun), WHICH and WHOSE.

The zero relative (deleted pronoun) and THAT are never used in this
pattern.

(e) The two types of relative clause may be contrasted thus:
"My friend who lives in En/gland writes re/gularly" (defining - i.e. one of
my many friends, so that the relative claust: :1 essential to the meaning

/ / /of the sentr-IL,:),and ""Al. friend, ,ti ho lives in Erig;apd, x% intes regtdarl"
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(non-defining - i.e. I have one friend, with the sentence conveying two
separate pieces of information).

3. VERB (Sensory Verb) + NP + Base/Participle

Contrasting examples: "I saw him read/reading."

This pattern can be viewed as a combination of two sentences -
"I saw him/he read/ or "I saw him/he was reading. The use of the Base
form indicates completion, while the participle indicates incomplete
duration.

Another (classic textbook) example is "I saw him cross the road"
(i.e. he arrived at the other side) as against "I saw him crossing the
road" (i.e. en route). Hebrew does not make this distinction in the form
of different structures.

4. THE INDIRECT OBJECT AS AN OBLIGATORY PHRASE

In Classes 5 and 6 the Indirect Object both as a prepositional
phrase ("I gave the book to him") and as pronoun or noun-phrase ("I gave
him the book")were taught. However, certain verbs in English govern an

obligatory prepositional phrase as Indirect Object; Hebrew speakers tend
to over-generalize the NP Indirect Object pattern and so create such typ-
ical errors as: "I explained him the answer" instead of "I explained the
answer to him", and "I suggested her the answer" instead of "I suggested
the answer to her".

Verbs taking the Indirect Object transformation are generally
Gdrmanie, monosyllabic words (exception: "say").

(Mb
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Compare: give donate

send deliver

show - demonstrate

tell - explain, inform, report
read narrate

make, build - construct

buy purchase

get obtain

In other words, most verbs that have an obligatory prepositional

phrase are polysyllabic (except for "say") whereas those that have both
structures are usually monosyllabic.

5. ADJECTIVE + PREPOSITION

Certain adjectives collocate with specific prepositions; in general, the

use of the correct preposition is a sure sign of an idiomatic grasp of
English and the teacher should drill these various prepositional patterns,

including two-word verbs (Intermediate Division syllabus), the preposition+

gerund (Intermediate Division syllabus) and now the adjective + preposition
pattern.

ExaMples: "busy at, fond of, aware of, afraid of, good for, angry with".

Notice the preposition+NP+infinitive pattern - "it's kind of you to say

so", "it's good for you to do that" - i.e. usually with "Preparatory IT
BE" patterns (see Pattern 10).

00
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6. SENTENCE-CONNECTORS

("Conjunctive Adverbs" in Traditional grammar).

These function cords (examples: "THEREFORE, HENCE, MOREOVER,

BESIDES, HOWEVER, LIKEWISE, FURTHERMORE ") connect sentences into
an organized discourse. "PERHAPS" is distinguished from the other words

of this class, since only it may head the first sentence in a passage.
The main purpose of these words is stylistic and paragraph- syntactic.

Pupils in the Upper Division should have a good grasp of these words and
their function, as integral features of English idiom. Some of these

words are more typical of formal written style (e.g. "hence"), while others

are colloquial and informal ("still", "besides"). In general, pupils in the
Upper Division should be deliberately exposed to the more formal usage
of 1, ritten discourse.

7. IDIOMATIC USES OF CERTAIN WORDS

1 !iv appropriate use of words such as those below is an indication of

idi ,vatic control of the language. In the Syllabus, the main stress is
al, .i:. on sentence patterns (including the use of verb tenses and aspects)4
but in the Upper Division due attention should be paid to parts of speech

other than the Noun and Verb and to their co-occurrence in sentence pat-

terns. Some of these "idiomatic cords" (usually adverbs) are the folio-

u ing:

ALREADY: This word occurs in the Perfect phrase in British and some

varieties of American English; it also occurs in the Simple and

Continuous aspects ("The were /are already writing; he already

knows the ansuers"); its most common position is pre-verbal; it
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means "by this (that) time". "Already" usually occurs in a positive

statement, "(pot yet') replacing it in the negative and interrogative, but

"already" may occur here to indicate surprise - "Is it 10 o'clock already?
Have you seen him already?" When used in an interrogative sentence, a

positive answer is expected (or feared). It is sometimes over-used by
Hebrew speakers as a direct translations of /kvar/, e.g. "*He knew (bow)
to do that already from an early age."

STILL: This word occurs in positive statements, "any more" in negative.

In interrogative sentences, "still" implies a positive answer, "any more"

a negative one - "Do you still like him?"

- "Do you (more probably "Don't you") see him any

more?"

Note the pre-verbal position of "still" (except after "BE" as is
the case with all pre-verbals), except for other placing for the sake of
emphasis.

"Still" and "Yet" may be compared in these sentences:

- "Is he at school yet?" (i.e. has he arrived?)

- "Is he still at school?" (i.e. hasn't he left?)

"Still" means "even to this (that)time": with the comparative form of
adjectives it acts as an Intensifier, meaning "even more" ("This book is

cheap, but that one is still cheaper"); it is also a colloquial sentence-

connector (or sentence-adverb) meaning "nevertheless".

- "Money is short. Still, they manage".

ONLY: This word may modify nouns, verbF and sentences.

As a noun-modifier, it means "single" "no other", "nothing else" as

in "He is the only man here". It may occupy different positions in the

051
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sentence according to the parts of the sentence to be emphatically modified:
e.g. "I'm only writing a letter" (i.e. "I'm not doing anything else").as
against "Only I'm writing a letter". Before expressions of measure, it
means "though more might have been expected" as in !!He's only 3 years
old", "it holds only 4 gallons", etc.
"Only" may co-occur with "too" as an intensifier of the intensifier

"I'm only too pleased to be invited. It's only too true, unfortunately."
It emphasises the conjunction "IF" as in "If only he were here." Lastly,
"only" may be a conjunction, meaning "but" - "He's clever, only he's
lazy."

JUST: (I) As a pre-verbal, "Just" is used in the perfect phrase in
British and some varieties of American English to indicate the immediate
past, as in "He's just gone" ( some American varieties - "He just went.")
But note "lie just missed the train yesterday" contrasted with "He's just
missed the train" (current relevance).

(II) "Just"' also means "exactly" or "precisely", as in "It's just
the thing I wanted".

"It's just 9 o'clock".
"I'm just going".

(III) "Just" also means "the very last opportunity", as in "I saw it
just in time". Contrast "I could just see him", as positive in meaning,
and "I could hardly see him", as negative (See "hardly" below).

(IV) It ettty also function as an intensifier of prepositions or
adverbs, as in - "it's just over there; it was just about then; just here/now/
off".

(v) It is also an 1nmerath.e modifier, used to soften the tone of
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the nommand, as in "Just come here, (please/will you?)". "Just a
moment:"

(VI) "just" is also a synonym of "only" in certain contexts ("He's
just a teacher.")

AT ALL: This phrase means "in any way" or "in the least" in a negative
connotation (stated or implied).

Examples: "I don't know him at all."

"If you're at all interested..."
"Does he do any work at all?"

Note the idiom "not at all", meaning "you're welcome", as a response
to "thank you".

N.B. "At all" should not be translated as/bixlal/ in Hebrew in a

positive sentence, but only in negative and interrogative contexts, as in the
above examples (also "He hardly speaks at all").

BARELY, SELDOM, RARELY, HARDLY, SCARCELY:

These pre-verbals are regarded a' "quasi-negatives". Semantically

they are positive, insofar as they do signify an achievement trader

difficulty, but syntactically they are negative, as evidenced by the positive
question-tag -

"I don't know you, do I?"

"I hardly/scarcely know you, do I?"

as contrasted with "I do know you, don't I ?"

Furthermore, they co-occur with "anybody/thing/where" more often

than with "some...", again indicating their negative character.

056
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Teachers and course-writers should pay special attention to finer
lexical considerations and semantic distinctions such as these.

8. EMPHATIC VERB PHRASES

(a) Where the AUXILIARY (Modal, be,have or do) in a Verb-Phrase,
is given emphatic stress, it serves to re-affirm the proposition as a whole
and/or deny its negation - just as YES/NO questions query the entire
proposition, rather than any single part of it.

Thus: He WILL help us (why did you think he might not?).
He IS coming with us (whether you like it or not).
She DOES understand French (you don't know everything about
her).

Note the use of the carrier DO with the Present or Past Simple.
(b) Elsewhere, any element in a sentence can be given emphatic

stress.

Compare: - "John WILL buy Stella a new coat" - a general re-aftirrnat-
ion of a certain proposition.

- "JOHN will buy ", answering the question
"WHO will buy...?"

- "John will BUY..." i.e. he won't LEND her one.
- ".... a NEW coat", i,e. not a second-hand one, etc.

9, MoU.11. ...:111.: TO"

E \antples: "You are to he there at s o'clock".
"Wu are to meet at 8 o'clock".

054
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BE TO indicates an arrangement and involves the concept of obli-

gation (someone else arranges for you to do something). It is a Modal verb,

since it cannot co-occur with other Modals (*he may be to meet us).

10. PREPARATORY "IT" (See Pattern B9 - Sentence Complements)

In Classes 5 and 6, the "Dummy Subject" (or PRO-SUBJECT) IT was

taught in the pattern IT IS + Adjective, Participle, Noun, Pronoun, or

expression of time or distance. The following structures can usefully be

taught at this later stage:

(I) IT IS + NP + FOR + NP + INFINITIVE

Example: "It's hard for me to get up in the morning."

"It's easy for you to do that",

Here "you" is the explicit Subject of the embedded sentence ("you

do that"). The FOR-TO infinitival in Subject position is so formal

as to sound stilted (e.g. "For me to do that would be easy.").

Pupils should be made aware of such usages ("Recognition" grammal,

but should be encouraged to use sentences with the Pro-Subject

IT

(II) IT IS + NP + INFINITIVE

Examples: "It's good to know that.'' "It's hard to get up in the

morning". The "real subject" of .tE is the innnitive phrase and

the "IT" pattern can be viewed as deriving from the underlying

sentence "to know that is good". Again, this is a very stilted

usage: when the Subject of BE is an infinitive phrase, the Pre-

paratory IT is certainly to be preferred, An alternative trans-

formation of the underlying sentence 'would be That is good to know

0"t)
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which is as common as the IT construction.

(III) IT IS + NP + GERUND

Examples: "It's no use going there".

"It's fine knowing you".

"It's no good your pretending".

This construction seems to be most common in a negative
context. The "real Subject" is the gerund, but the "Prepara-
tory IT" is the more frequent and therefore the preferred
construction.

As stated in the Syllabus for Classes 5 and 6 "The essential
rule for 'THERE IS' and 'IT IS' is that a full English sentence
requires a Subject before the Main Verb; if for some reason
the Subject is omitted or placed after the Verb, a "dummy"
Subject is placed in Subject position instead." Hebrew has a
freer word-order and does not use this grammatical device,
so that the Hebrew speaker will tend not to use this 'IT'
at all or will say 'THIS' ( /ze /).

These constructions including the ones below) can be viewed
as generalized transformations from two underlying sentences.

(IV) IT IS J- NP + CLAUSE

Examples: "It is a shame (that) you couldn't come."
"It's obvious (that) he did it."

Here again, the Noun Clause in initial-sentence position ("that
he did it is obvious") is found in the most formal style only;
pupils should be encouraged to use the "Preparatory IT"
construction.

056
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Where these expressions (in sections (I) (IV)) follow the verb, the

empty Pro-Subject IT must be used - in Hebrew this is not necessary.

Where they occur in Subject-position, the word IT must not be used. Some

Hebrew speakers might tend to transpose the informal Hebrew usage / ze/

as 'IT' and so produce the following unacceptable sentences:

* For you to say that it is stupid.

* That he always comes late it is well-known.

* To do your homework in time it is wonderful.

* His coming here it was a nice surprise.

(V) PREPARATORY 'IT' with CERTAIN LINKING' VERBS

Examples: "It appears/seems/that he has been here."
Note also such verbs as "it happens/occurs to me that...", which
are not Linking Verbs.

(VI) PREPARATORY 'IT' WITH VERBS EXPRESSING EMOTIONS

Examples: "It amazes/pleases/delights/disappoints/excites me

to hear your news. " In all these cases, the recomposition of

the sentence to have the clause or other complement of the

verb in sentence-initial position is rare, hyper-formal or

non-occurring. Note that these verbs comprise the same class

as those mentioned in Pattern B7.

r0 1
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11. PREPARATORY 'IT' AFTER THE AMES' VERB

(I) Example: "I think it strange/a pity that he should be invited".
The sentence may be analyzed as a compound sentence with three
parts: the first part is "I think"; the `second part has "IT" as
a Dummy Subject with the deleted verb "BE"; and yet a third
part "he should be invited". This construction appears most
frequently with verbs of "belief" (e.g. "consider, hold, believe").

A similar construction, but more complex, is "I owe it to you that
we are all safe and sound".

(II) Example: "I leave it to you to decide".
The infinitive is the Direct Object of the verb (cf: I leave'the
decision to you").

(III) Example: "This will make it possible to undertake the task".
Here again, 'IT' may be viewed as the Preparatory Subject IT of
a clause with deleted verb 'BE', with the "Real Subject" at the end.

12, "WISH" NOUN-OBJECT CLAUSE with the verb in the past
perfect .

Example: "I wish/ed (that) he had been there".
Pattern 28.7 of the Intermediate Division Syllabus specifies the
"WISH-THAT CLAUSE", with the verb in the THAT clause in the
past tense, meaning an unfulfilled present hope. ("I wish he were
here now"). At this stage, the Noun-Object Clause with the verb
in the past pertect is taught, meaning an unfulfilled hope relating
to p.ist circumstances ( "I wish /e(I he had been here then").

0 5
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D. SOME STRUCTURES WHICH MAY FORM PART OF THE PASSIVE

"RECOGNITION" GRAMMAR

If the teachers are satisfied that their pupils have tboroughly

mastered the Patterns in Part C of this Syllabus, they will probably

teach some of the following structures as part of the active grammatical
inventory of the pupils, but for most pupils the following structures will
probably be "recognition" items only, met and explained in the course of
their readings etc. but not intensively drilled or tested.

1. INVERTED WORD ORDER

as in conditional sentences ("Were you to do this, I would...;
Had you done this, I would have...), with negators heading sentences
("Never have I seen..."), and with "only+adverb" heading sentences ("only
later did I realize...").

2. MODALS IN CONDITIONAL CLAUSES

Examples: "If you were to/should/will/would do this, I would be
most obliged".

3. MODAL + PROGRESSIVE PERFECT BASE

Example: "I will/may have been living..." (i.e. including the so-
called "future perfect progressive")

4. PAST MODAL + PROGRESSIVE PERFECT BASE

Examples: "I would/might have been going..."

O''
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5. INDEPENDENT PARTICIPLE As A SENTENCE-MODIFIER

(Sentential Complement as an adverbial modifier)
Examples: "Reading, he fell asleep. Having seen her home, he

took a taxi".

6. INDEFINITE SUBJECT "ONE"

Example: "One doesn't do that kind of thing".

7. "COLOURED FUTURE"

Example: "You shall do it, whether you want to or not".

8. VERBS OF SUGGESTION OR COMMAND + (THAT) CLAUSE WITH
BASE (in all persons)

Examples: "I suggest/demand (that) he be here".

"I suggest/demand (that) he not come".

9. PERFECT INFINITIVE AND PERFECT GERUND

Examples: "We were sorry to have missed you".
"We remembered having seen you somewhere".

N.I3. The Perfect Base is taught in the active grammatical inventory,
as part of a complex terb phrase (e.g. he would have gone - Pattern
C 1.5).

10. NP PASSIVE INFINITIVE

\ample: "Ile' Is a man to be admired".

OG(i
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11. NOUN CLAUSES AND INFINITNALS (SENTENCE COMPLEMENTS)

IN SUBJECT POSITION

Examples: "For you to behave like that is inconceivable."

"That he did it is well known to everyone".

(See Patterns C10 for Pro-Subject IT and B9 Sentential Complements).

O31
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